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Help build the “Teach with PhET” website 
and improve science and math literacy worldwide 

About PhET: 

PhET Interactive Simulations (http://phet.colorado.edu) is 
changing the way science and math are taught and learned. 

Since 2002, PhET has created 125 award-winning simulations 
that are education research proven, fun and engaging—and 
made them all available for free online.  

Reaching students and teachers around the world, the 
simulations are used over 45 million times per year, in over 
200 countries and territories, and 75 languages. 
 

About the “Teach with PhET” project: 

The new “Teach with PhET” website will help teachers—
in neighborhood schools around the world—transform 
how students learn science and math.  

“Teach with PhET” will help teachers effectively find and 
choose simulations, design lessons, write activities, and 
troubleshoot issues. And, it will provide a place where the 
teaching community can share ideas and learn from each 
other—across the globe. 

So if you're an educator, parent, student, STEM education 
supporter, company, or foundation, please consider helping PhET build “Teach with PhET.”  

Your donation will: 

 Build the “Teach with PhET” website on the latest technology and server systems resulting in fast, 
reliable access for all teachers.  

 Enable smart searches of simulations and activities based on keywords, curriculum and grade levels. 

 Provide “how to” videos and curriculum alignment guides that will illustrate effective ways to 
teach with the simulations. 

 Build a My PhET space so teachers can bookmark, tag and organize their resources for their classes.  

 Enable teachers to help other teachers by sharing their lessons and activities, providing reviews 
and recommendations, and participating in discussion forums.  

 And more…  

To see designs of “Teach with PhET,” visit http://phet.colorado.edu/teachwithphet  

It takes a village to change the way science and math are learned, and with your help, we can all make a 
difference. 
 

Visit http://www.crowdrise.com/HelpBuildTeachwithPhET to join the PhET Village. 

Our Goal: $500,000  
        (or ~20,000 people giving $25 each) 
 
Donation Levels:  
        $10, $25, $50+, every donation helps 

Donations are tax deductible. 
 
To support science and math literacy, please 
consider donating today:    
http://www.crowdrise.com/HelpBuildTeachwithPhET 
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